: Sharing Physical Interaction in various scenarios using PhyShare. During the demonstration, users can (1) reorganize buildings during the activity 'city builder' shown in (a) and (b); (2) experience the illusion of telekinesis shown in (c) and (d); play tic-tac-toe remotely with other players shown in (e) and (f); 'clink' the mug with overlapped views of VR and real environment shown in (g); and interact with physical wall to 'escape the room' in (h).
INTRODUCTION
"Robotic Graphics", described by William A. McNeely [14] as "robots simulating the feel of an object and graphics displays simulating its appearance", has opened new opportunities for enhancing experiences in Virtual Reality. There is much current research on haptic feedback from passive objects [2, 10, 16, 23] , human actuated systems [4] , and actuated or wheeled robots [1, 4, 9, 11, 17] , but a number of limitations remain.
First, passive objects and human actuated systems support only static haptic feedback, which is insufficient when interacting with a dynamic environment. Also, when used within real/augmented reality (AR) environments those approaches do not support dynamic mapping between physical props and their virtual proxies, so in many cases they might require a large number of actuated objects with a consequent increase in system complexity.
Other approaches have been developed for distributed workspaces [3, 19, 18, 8, 7] . Some offer different views for users [5, 6, 12, 13, 20, 21] , while others share the same environment without haptic feedback [15, 22] .
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Our research focuses on variable mappings between virtual objects in VR worlds and their physical robotic proxies, multiple modes of physical manipulation (direct manipulation, remote synchronization, and the illusion of telekinesis), and a solution for distributed collaboration based on wheeled robots.
SYSTEM DESIGN
To address the challenges of mapping virtual objects to their physical counterparts (or vice versa) in different scenarios with minimal resources, our system provides three different mapping mechanisms to augment the relationship between physical and virtual representation.
One-to-One Mapping
This is the standard and most straightforward option. When users interact with a virtual object in the scene, they simultaneously interact with a physical proxy at the same location.
One-to-Many mapping Various constraints, including cost and space, limit the ability to maintain a physical counterpart for each of a large number of virtual objects. When fewer proxies are available than virtual objects, any of a number of available proxies could be deployed to represent a given virtual object. When the user reaches to interact with a virtual item, one of these proxies would relocate to the position of the target item, to be picked up, moved, or otherwise physically manipulated, thereby maintaining a seamless multisensory experience.
Many-to-One mapping
When multiple proxies represent one virtual object, we define the mapping as "many-to-one." This is useful for remote-space applications: A single virtual object could exist in the shared environment, which could then be manipulated by multiple users via their respective local proxies.
DEMONSTRATION
In the 'city builder' use case (see figure 1a and 1b), a proxy is fit behind-the-scene to the virtual building which is visually nearest to a given user's hand. In this scenario, the movement and position of the robots are completely invisible to the user.
In the 'telekinesis' use case (see figure 1c and 1d), users directly manipulate the virtual mugs or use gestures to control them. The m3pi robot acts as the haptic proxy for virtual mugs. Here we adopt one-to-one mapping and support both direct manipulation and telekinesis. The users wrist position and orientation are reported via the OptiTrack system, so that she can push a nearby (proximate) object across the table via a pushing gesture, pull a distant object towards her with a pulling gesture, or move in another direction to slide the object toward another part of the table.
In the 'Tic-Tac-Toe' use case (see figure 1e and 1f), two players play tic-tac-toe from remote places by physically moving the controller via the many-to-one mapping scheme. The two m3pi robots in remote places are synchronized with each other after each move has been completed. This approach allows remotely located players to complete physical tasks together.
The 'clink the mugs' use case simulates the effect of two users striking their mugs together while in separate physical loca-tions ( Figure 1g ). In each local environment, the user's mug's position is governed by a non-robotic tracked physical object, and the force of the strike is simulated via a synchronized moving proxy.
In the 'escape the room' use case (see figure 1h ), the iRobot carries a physical wall which moves with the user to provide haptic feedback. The virtual wall that the user perceives in VR is much larger than the touchable wall section that represents it in the physical world. We use the OptiTrack motion capture system for position and rotation tracking. Passive rigid body markers are attached to each object to be tracked, including the head-mounted display (HMD) on each user and gloves on each users hands. For the HMD, we use a GearVR with Samsung Galaxy Phone, and apply sensor fusion between the GearVRs IMU and the OptiTrack. For the robots, we use (1) small Pololu m3pi robots equipped with mbed sockets and XBee module, and (2) iRobot Create 2 systems connected to a raspberry pi as actuated wheeled robots.
To connect our robots together and synchronize their actions with multiple users in VR, we use Holojam, a combined networking and content development framework for building location-based multiplayer VR experiences. Essentially, Holojam acts as the central relay node, with each client robot receiving updates from the Holojam relay node.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We are exploring a new approach for interaction in VR via robotic haptic proxies, specifically targeted toward collaborative experiences, both remote and local. We present several prototypes utilizing our three mapping definitions, demonstrating that robotic proxies can be temporarily assigned to represent different virtual objects in support of seamless user experiences in shared Virtual Reality.
In the future we plan to undertake a more comprehensive study focusing on deeper application interactions, haptic feedback in VR and expanded hardware capability.
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